
Colombia’s Daniel Blluman & Apardi as they crash through the water jump

By Louise Parkes

Team Germany claimed The Furusiyya Fei naTions cup™ 
JumpinG 2016 Trophy aT The real club de polo in barcelona 

(esp) ToniGhT, buT noT wiThouT a Fierce FiGhT wiTh The 
runners-up From GreaT briTain. on a niGhT To remember, 

iT came down To a breaTh-TakinG Jump-oFF beTween newly-
crowned individual olympic champion nick skelTon and 

Germany’s marcus ehninG To decide The resulT. and emoTions 
ran hiGh as winninG Team member, ludGer beerbaum, said 

Goodbye To This GreaT sporT wiTh a Trademark FooT-perFecT 
perFormance. you could hardly hear a pin drop durinG his 
lasT-To-Go round wiTh casello which ensured The Two-way 

showdown ThaT would seal vicTory For his counTry.

Germany Takes 2016 Furusiyya TiTle Germany Takes 2016 Furusiyya TiTle 

on a niGhT To remember 
in barcelona

on a niGhT To remember 
in barcelona
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Team usa claimed the third step of the podium 
when finishing with just four faults on the board, 
but they were hotly pursued by italy, ireland and 
switzerland who each finished with five as the time-
allowed played its part. The defending champions 
from belgium had to settle for sixth place ahead 
of the dutch whose form seems to have deserted 
them in recent months. 

Cream

once again course designer Santiago varela 
presented a superb track that took a lot of jumping 
and brought the cream to the top. The majority 
of mistakes came at the end of the course, with 
the penultimate triple combination taking a heavy 
toll, but there were accuracy questions all the 
way around. The eight teams that qualified from 
Thursday’s first round all started on level pegging 
again today so it was a wide-open contest from the 
start. it quickly became apparent however that the 
british would be major contenders when skelton’s 
opening clear with his olympic gold-medal-winning 
ride big star was followed by another from michael 
whitaker and viking.  

under the unique set of rules for the Furusiyya 
Final each country nominates a total of five riders 
and it was notable that the top three teams all 
called up new recruits today for their four-member 
sides. british chef d’equipe, di lampard, brought 
in Jessica mendoza and spirit T in place of John 
whitaker and ornellaia, but with 12 faults for 
the youngest team member it fell to scott brash 
to rescue the situation with a clear from ursula 
which saw his side post the first zero score of the 
competition.

and the only ones to match them would be the 
Germans, although they also had to wait for their 
last man to go. World no. 1, christian ahlmann 
set them up with a lovely tour of the track from the 
ever-reliable Taloubet Z, but they stuttered when 
marcus ehning’s pret a Tout hit the last element 
of the triple combination. Janne Friederike meyer 
was called up to replace daniel deusser and 
First class van eeckelghem and she steadied 
the German ship with a typically flamboyant 
clear from the fabulous Goya which meant that if 
ludger beerbaum could follow suit then they could 
continue to stalk their british rivals.
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Germany’s Daniel Deusser & First Class van EeckelghemGermany’s Daniel Deusser & First Class van Eeckelghem

Germany’s Marcus Ehning & Pret A ToutGermany’s Marcus Ehning & Pret A Tout

Netherland’s Gerco SchroderNetherland’s Gerco Schroder

Spine-chilling

Tonight’s round by beerbaum was spine-chilling, 
so many people around the ring willing the 53-year-
old rider around the arena because they really 
wanted to see this man who has been such a hero 
of the sport for so many years go out on a good 
note. he will continue to ride as an individual, but 
tonight was his curtain-call as a team-member and 
everyone wanted it to go right. The entire stadium 
was gripped with tension waiting for him to cross 
the line, and when he did there was a huge burst 
of applause and it would take a jump-off now to 
decide the new Furusiyya champions.

The americans were already assured of third place, 
lauren hough’s four faults with ohlala - at the very 
final oxer - followed by a double-error from audrey 
coulter and capital colnardo before 19-year-old 
lillie keenan pulled it back with a fantastic clear 
from super sox. called in at the last moment when 
lucy davis’ barron wasn’t quite himself, keenan 
really measured up under pressure and when 
laura kraut was also fault-free with Zeremonie 
then the us total of four faults would drop them in 
behind the two teams now vying for the title.

Scorched

skelton was first into the jump-off and scorched 
around the new track in 41.82 seconds to set the 
target. This would ensure a generous share of 
the €200,000 bonus on offer to riders jumping 
double-clear over the first round and again today. 
but ehning said afterwards that he already knew 
he could beat the olympic champion. “i watched 
him go and i knew i could be faster than him. i was 
really under pressure - i wanted this win for ludger 
as it was his last nations cup” he explained. ehning 
once said that he will never be the fastest rider on 
the planet so that is why he uses his turning skills 
to full effect, and tonight he did just that, cutting 
corners everywhere and galloping down to the last 
more than two seconds up on the clock to clinch it. 

For all of the German team, tonight’s win was 
particularly poignant. Janne Friederike meyer put 
some perspective on it. “i can still remember my 
first nations cup with ludger in rotterdam, he 
has always been a great idol for my generation 
and i was so proud to be with him again in his last 
nations cup. i was called in for daniel and i knew 
daniel could have done a clear round so i wanted 
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Germany’s Ludger Beerbaum & CaselloGermany’s Ludger Beerbaum & Casello

Egypt’s Abdel Said & CaliforniaEgypt’s Abdel Said & California USA’s Laura Kraut & ZeremonieUSA’s Laura Kraut & Zeremonie
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to do this clear round for daniel and for ludger and 
the whole team. There are some special days and 
today was one of them - everyone could feel it when 
ludger went in and everybody knew this man had 
to go clear to keep the chance of winning. every 
single fence, everybody jumped with him and then 
he was clear and everyone went crazy!” she said. 

Send-off

For the Germans, this Furusiyya Final has always 
been about giving ludger beerbaum a good send-
off from the team. “in the last couple of weeks we 
were really looking forward to ludger’s last nations 
cups” said daniel deusser tonight. “we really 
wanted to win a medal in the olympic Games and 
to do one big thing again. we have had a lot of very 
strong teams over the last couple of years and the 
last couple of months but in the end we were always 
missing a little bit of luck, one fault too many. at 
the olympic Games we were really happy, we had 
a great fight and finished with the bronze medal 
which made us extremely happy but somehow the 
last last big win was still missing. This weekend 
didn’t start really good with my horse getting sick, 
but everything turned out perfect at the end. all 
five of us worked together and the dream really 
came true, that we won ludger’s last nations cup, 
it couldn’t be better!”

beerbaum admitted that tonight’s prizegiving 
brought back memories of his individual gold 
medal victory with classic Touch at the real club 
de polo during the barcelona olympic Games 
back in 1992. and he was very touched by his 
team-mate’s tributes. “The way they expressed 
their thoughts, their feelings, their emotions about 
our performances in the past months, the good 
luck, the bad luck, the good moments but also the 
disappointing moments that says it all. They were 
really fighting for me today and it’s unbelievable 
to have this support. For me it couldn’t be a nicer 
end”, he said.

Transformed

Fei president, ingmar de vos, talked about the input 
from Furusiyya that has transformed the sport of 
nations cup Jumping in recent years. “Four years 
ago my predecessor hrh princess haya was 
here at the first press conference for the Furusiyya 
Fei nations cup. Today i got a message from the 
saudi equestrian Fund, from his highness prince 
Faisal - the brain behind the Furusiyya Fei nations 
cup -  to really congratulate the German team on 
this victory. we are very happy with the Furusiyya 
series. what it has done for the Fei and the sport 
in general is incredible.

Germany’s Ludger Beerbaum &  CaselloGermany’s Ludger Beerbaum &  Casello

Team USA Belgium’s Gregory Wathelet & CoreeBelgium’s Gregory Wathelet & Coree
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“in 2012 we had discussions about remodelling the 
nations cup, making it a series with qualifiers and 
a final, and at that time it was a very controversial 
decision. but i think we have proven together with 
Furusiyya and the saudi equestrian Fund that 
it’s the way to go. They invested in this product to 
create a legacy and we are very grateful for that. 
This partnership is coming to an end as you know, 
and it is up to us to find a new partner. Thanks 
to the saudi equestrian Fund and hrh princess 
haya we have a sustainable series for the future.”

Longines Challenge Cup 

The longines challenge cup has now been 
rescheduled for sunday morning. The starting 
time for the competition is provisionally 11.30, but 
that will be confirmed tomorrow morning at 09.00 
depending on the weather conditions.

 Result: 

1. Germany 0 in first round, 0/39.80 in jump-off:  
Taloubet Z (christian ahlmann) 0, pret a Tout 
(marcus ehning) 4/0 39.80, Goja (Janne Freiderike 
meyer) 0, casello (ludger beerbaum) 0.

2,  Great britain 0 in first round, 0/41.57 in jump-off: 
big star (nick skelton) 0/0 41.57, viking (michael 

whitaker) 0, spirit T (Jessica mendoza) 12, ursula 
Xll (scott brash) 0.

3. usa 4 faults: ohlala (lauren hough) 4, capital 
colorado (audrey coulter) 8, super sox (lillie 
keenan) 0, Zeremonie (laura kraut) 0.

4. italy 5 faults/ 223.03 seconds: casallo Z 
(piergiorgio bucci) 8, ensor de litrange lxll 
(lorenzo de luca) 0, antonio (Gianni Govoni) 1, 
Tower mouche (bruno chimirri) 4.

5. ireland 5 faults/225.81 seconds: Golden hawk 
(shane breen) 8, Go easy de muze (darragh 
kenny) 0, all star 5 (denis lynch) 1, mhs Going 
Global (Greg broderick) 4.

6.  switzerland 5 faults/226.34 seconds: Quorida 
de Trejo (romain duguet) 0, corbinian (steve 
Guerdat) 8, lord pepsi (paul estermann) 1, 
clooney 51 (martin Fuchs) 4.

7. belgium 16 faults: bisquet balou c (nicola 
philippaerts) 4, cas de liberte (niels bruynseels)  
8, Grand cru van de rozenberg (Jerome Guery) 
8, coree (Gregory wathelet) 4.

8.  netherlands 20 faults: emerald nop (harrie 
smolders) 9, vdl Groep arera c (maikel van der 

Team Germany

Mexico’s Jose Antonio Egua Chedraui & Ninloubet. 22Mexico’s Jose Antonio Egua Chedraui & Ninloubet. 22
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Austria’s Julia Kayser & Sterrehof’S Cayetano ZAustria’s Julia Kayser & Sterrehof’S Cayetano Z
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vleuten) 8, caruso s la silla (Jeroen dubbeldam) 
4, Glock’s london nop (Gerco schroder) 8.

Facts and Figures:

Team Germany won the fourth edition of the 
Furusiyya Fei nations cup™ Jumping Final at the 
real club de polo in barcelona, spain tonight.

8 teams qualified for the second and deciding 
Final competition, and it came down to a jump-
off between the eventual champions and Great 
britain when each were tied on a zero score after 
the first round.

Great britain was represented by the horse-and-
rider partnership that claimed individual gold at 
the rio 2016 olympic Games last month - nick 
skelton and big star.

Germany’s marcus ehning steered pret a Tout to 
a faster jump-off round to clinch it when second to 
go against the clock.

German veteran, ludger beerbaum, made his 
final appearance for his national team tonight a 
winning one, producing a vital clear with casello 
to ensure a jump-off.

according to the special rules applying to the 
Furusiyya Final, countries were permitted to call 
up reserve riders for tonight’s competition and 
each of the podium placed teams did so.

Team usa finished third when posting a four-fault 
result.

The winning German team also included world 
no. 1, christian ahlmann with his 16-year-old 
campaigner Taloubet Z and Janne Friederike 
meyer riding Goya.

Quotes: 

santiago varela, course designer: congratulations 
to the winners, they did a super job on Thursday 
and today. i’m really happy with the result, really 
proud of the winners, and ludger winning his 
last nations cup was super exciting! marcus 
did an amazing job, his turn to fence no 10 was 
unbelievable and to beat nick is unbelievable!”

otto becker, chef d’equipe Germany: “Thank you 
to Fei and to Furusiyya and prince Faisal that for 
what they did this for the sport and for the nations 
cup. and thanks to the organising committee - 
when we saw the weather yesterday it was so bad 

but then today we had perfect conditions.”

christian ahlmann Ger: “overall it was a perfect 
day for all of us, it couldn’t have been better today 
from first to the last! ludger’s clear at the end, 
marcus’ jump-off, it was exciting to the very end, a 
great class for all of us and couldn’t be more happy 
today!”

Francisco espinós, president of real club de 
polo: “The barcelona olympic Games were an 
unforgettable moment for our club, not to mention 
a key element in the expansion of equestrianism 
in in our city.  since then, ludger beerbaum has 
become a legend for us all, and in this sense, 
thank you ludger for all these years and the best 
of luck for this new phase in your career.”

ludger beerbaum Ger, talking after a special 
presentation this afternoon to mark his retirement 
from team competition: ludger : “life has been 
good to me and i was very fortunate to have the 
opportunity to do the sport. i am grateful in many 
areas, my family, my owners, the people who 
trusted in me.  now is the time for me to be aware 
of this and thank everyone for what is important. 
i’m happy with the decision, it wasn’t taken over 

the last few days or weeks, it was made some 
months before rio and i have no regrets. i’m really 
thankful, and of course i wish of my team-mates 
the best of luck for the future.”

count of salvatierra, cayetano martínez de irujo, 
spanish showjumping legend and former president 
of the international Jumping riders club: “The first 
time i met ludger at a meeting of the international 
Jumping riders club he seemed cold and distant. 
but in the end he turned out to be a hard-working, 
goal-driven and kind person. he learned to be 
more comfortable around his colleague, and over 
the years he has established many long-lasting 
friendships.”  

otto becker, chef d’equipe Germany: “i’m very, 
very happy with my team – all five were involved 
in the two rounds, and i’m really proud of how all 
five rode today. i’m especially proud of the two who 
took the pressure, ludger had to go clear in rio 
and here in his last nations cup and he had to do 
it again. marcus had very bad luck in rio but he 
was amazing under pressure today.”

This article was first published on FEI.org

Great Britain’s Scott Bash & Ursula XIIGreat Britain’s Scott Bash & Ursula XII France’s Penelope Leprevost & Flora de MariposaFrance’s Penelope Leprevost & Flora de Mariposa
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